Kritanj
Crossroad of innovations
This 2nd and 3rd of May,
presented the
technological extravaganza- Kritanj 2014. Our aim was to create a platform where our
engineering skills, logical understanding and technical knowledge are put to test and creativity
is wonderfully depicted through a collage of various events.
And there were several prizes to be won.
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Here comes the action packed series of
“ROBOMANIA”!! Transformers and
Terminators may be among your favourites
on the big screen but if you want to catch
some real action come to KritanjRobomania events. Packed with power and
finesse, these events are bound to keep
everybody on their toes.

ROBO-WAR
ROBO SOCCER
ROBO-RANGER

The Two days Kritanj Event had a
robotics event were students
showcased their robots and tested on
the arena (platforms) we made for
judging the best Robot. The
RoboSoccer comprised of Soccer
across Teams and was a real time
soccer. The RoboWar was the war
across Robots present A head to head
war was enjoyable to watch and cheer
for .RoboRanger is the Robot which is
declared to be the Ranger which was
able to cross all hurdles in the shortest
time

It is well established that
programming is one of the
indispensable skills essential
for working anywhere in the
software industry. With that in
mind, Kritanj, the TechnoManagement fest of Narula
Institute of Technology,
presents ‘Code It’. The rules are
simple – two members, one
team, two rounds and there is
only one thing you need do –
know CODING.

For all the game freaks out
there…engage in intense and
hyper real combats at the
events in our gaming arena.
Also to the tech-geniuses, it’ll
definitely provide enough stuff
to unwind in the midst of
gripping technical events.
Come and play!

“To Win A Game is like becoming
the King of the World “.

The Gaming Event Comprised of Gaming Enthusiast who were
struggling on the screen to combat the competitors, squeezed
the joystick and down went the keyboard meeting demands to
win the race .The gaming event managed two days one day was
a knockout event, the second day was The final day ,NFS MW ,
CS 1.6 & FIFA 11 had won the hearts of all gamers and they
started over to chase the campus and play to win . 
“If YOU want to be number one YOU have to be odd”

Think you can build an efficient
structure or solve the
architectural problems of the
future? Build It is for you! Let's
see if you have it in you to
create something beautiful yet
durable.

Keeping in mind the civil
department we had the three
major civil Events BRIDGE IT ,
CAD IT & CONCREATE. We
had drawn the attraction of the
civil engineers to work together
and unleash the project together.

Dear circuit-savvy engineers –
it’s the time to test your grey
matters!!! Electrocution
challenges you to prove your
enthusiasm and skills in
electronics and circuitry. Go
ahead; show us what you've
got.

ELECTROCUTION the ultimate
circuit making competitions for EE, ECE
department’s students to solve those
cases given to them, messed with wires
they all plugged in and finally had a lot of
fun. In making the circuits and win
exciting prizes

So you think you have it in you
to sell an un-sellable product or
to create an empire out of an
idea??
Then this is is the event for you.
Come and test your skills and
see if entrepreneurship is your
cup of tea!

THE Event for marketing attracted all
BBA MBA department students were u
had to sell an existing product with your
own new add in an innovative way. It
covered B-Plan and ADDMAD

ONLINE EVENT S: For all the
lazies out there ,sit at home
with your PC and be a part of
our festival. Stay tuned to this
page for further details or visits
our facebook page, because
that's where all the action is
going to be.
ONSPOT EVENTS: Luv
surprises??
We have a whole lot of them
awaiting you.
From the tower of hanoi to
paintball, NiT awaits your
arrival.

Here are few glimpses of our
website, developed by very our
own students.
http://nitannualfest.com/

And for the very first time we
had our own Android app too
for Kritanj 2k14.

Kritanj 2k14
Team~
These are the
people
Who worked
their heart out
To bring Kritanj
A success.

